Three-dimensionally Patterned Scaffolds Modulate the Biointerface at the Nanoscale.
The main aim of cell instructive materials is to guide in a controlled way cellular behavior by fine-tuning cell-material crosstalk. In the last decades, several efforts have been spent in elucidating the relations between material cues and cellular fate at the nanoscale and in the development of novel strategies for gaining a superior control over cellular function modulation. In this context, a particular attention has been recently paid to the role played by cellular membrane rearrangement in triggering specific molecular pathways linked to the regulation of different cellular functions. Here, we characterize the effect of linear microtopographies upon cellular behavior in three-dimensional (3D) environments, with particular focus on the relations linking cytoskeleton structuration to membrane rearrangement and internalization tuning. The performed analysis shown that, by altering the cellular adhesion processes at the micro- and nanoscale, it is possible to alter the membrane physical state and cellular internalization capability. More specifically, our findings pointed out that an increased cytoskeletal structuration influences the formation of nanoinvagination membrane process at the cell-material interface and the expression of clathrin and caveolin, two of the main proteins involved in the endocytosis regulation. Moreover, we proved that such topographies enhance the engulfment of inert polystyrene nanoparticles attached on 3D patterned surfaces. Our results could give new guidelines for the design of innovative and more efficient 3D cell culture systems usable for diagnostic, therapeutic, and tissue engineering purposes.